
 

 

Silver Lake Resources 2023 AGM report   

ASX code SLR 

Meeting date Friday, 24 November 2023  

Type of meeting In person only 

Monitor David Brooke standing 

Pre AGM-meeting Yes 

Meeting Statistics 

Number of holdings represented by ASA 13 

Number of shares represented by ASA 256,362 

Value of shares represented by ASA $260,000 

Total number attending meeting 50 

Market capitalisation $1.35Bn 

ASA open proxies voted ASA voted “against” resolutions 1 and “for” 
resolution 2 

The Chairman outlined the agenda for the meeting and made an introductory address summarizing FY23.  
The Chairman’s address can be found at https://clients.weblink.com.au/news/pdf/02744594.pdf.  This was 
followed by a company presentation (https://clients.weblink.com.au/news/pdf/02744593.pdf) by the CEO.  
There were only two motions and the Chairman presented each of these motions to the meeting and asked 
that any question from the floor be stated at the time that each motion was presented.  In the event it was 
only the ASA that raised any questions.  Questions (and answers) were as below: 

Resolution 1 – Remuneration report 

Q: The ASA has noted that all KMP (except the secretary David Berg) sell down their performance shares 
immediately following vesting; does this imply lack of confidence in the company’s future   

A: KMP are free to sell their performance shares at any time after vesting and takes no view on their 
reasons for sale. 

Q: Similarly Northern Star has adopted 2-year STI’s with an option for this to be taken as equity – would the 
company consider a similar standard 

A: No – the company intended to stay with a 1-year STI in cash 

Q: The company currently uses as a LTI performance comparison the TSR of a self-selected peer group.  The 
selected peer group appears to have several puzzling members who are considerably different to SLR in 
both size and operating jurisdiction.  Other gold miners use a gold index for their comparator group thus 
avoiding criticism of their selection; would RRL consider doing likewise? 

A: No; SLR consider their comparator group to be fair and representative.  
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CEO Presentation 

Q: Why was Sugar Zone not put on Care and Maintenance in February 2022 when the purchased was 
finalized rather than in September 2023 after considerable capex as outlined in the CEO presentation 

A: At the time of completion in FY22 continued operation of the Sugar Zone mine was a sensitive issue and 
the company felt that they had to continue operations for a limited period in order to secure the asset. As 
such the company tried to ascertain the needs during this operating period and is now in the process of a 
reset. 

Q: The Mt Monger mine now appears to be using stockpiles for much of its feed – what is the estimated life 
of this asset and the prospects for profitable returns from this asset 

A: Mt Monger was an asset which has surprised the company and is a “mine that keeps on giving” and as 
such the company cannot estimate its remaining life.  The company also notes that whilst processing 
stockpiles may not provide large margins it does produce considerable cash since the mining of stockpiled 
ore is a sunk cost. 

All resolutions passed with comfortable majority. 

The meeting closed at about 2.00pm 

ASA Disclaimer 

This document has been prepared by the Australian Shareholders Association Limited ABN 40 000 625 669 (“ASA”).  It is not a disclosure document, it 
does not constitute investment or legal advice and it does not take into account any person’s particular investment objectives.  The statements and 
information contained in this document are not intended to represent recommendations of a particular course of action to any particular person.  
Readers should obtain their own independent investment and legal advice in relation to the matters contemplated by this document.  To the fullest 
extent permitted by law, neither ASA nor any of its officers, directors, employees, contractors, agents or related bodies corporate: 

• makes any representations, warranties or guarantees (express or implied) as to the accuracy, reliability, completeness or fitness for purpose of any 
statements or information contained in this document; or 

• shall have any liability (whether in contract, by reason of negligence or negligent misstatement or otherwise) for any statements or information 
contained in, or omissions from this document; nor for any person’s acts or omissions undertaken or made in reliance of any such statements, 
information or omissions. 

This document may contain forward looking statements.  Such statements are predictions only and are subject to uncertainties.  Given these 
uncertainties, readers are cautioned not to place reliance on any such statements.  Any such statements speak only to the date of issue of this 
document and ASA disclaims any obligation to disseminate any updates or revisions to any such statements to reflect changed expectations or 
circumstances. 


